
EXPOSED: COVID-19 VACCINE 
 

Here are links to some great articles and scientific resources. Hopefully it will be enough 
to help anyone see that it simply does not make any sense to agree to being in this experiment.  
 
Anybody that encourages or forces people to get this vaccine is putting humanity in serious 
danger. Here's why: 
 
1. It is UNAPPROVED by the FDA. (An EUA, Emergency Use Authorization, is NOT and is very 
different from an actual approval- read more here) 
 
2. Health effects are IRREVERSIBLE as you cannot remove or even detox a vaccine out of 
your body. Many health effects are long term or permanent. It is also unknown how the new 
mRNA technology will react with other vaccines (past or future), drugs, viruses, or substances. 
Read more here 
 
3. They are UNTESTED (the shortest vaccine trail ever was 4 years long, while most take 10-15 
years of studies to be proven safe and effective- read more here) 
 
4. Due to rushed and incomplete trials, this vaccine is still EXPERIMENTAL- Anybody who 
agrees to be injected with it is now part of the human clinical trial... making them part of the 
experiment. 
 
5. The Pfizer & ModeRNA vaccine uses patented Lipid NanoParticle technology to deliver to 
cells the patented Modified RNA strands, or Messenger RNA technology (mRNA), which 
genetically code your cells to produce specific protein antigens... which is similar to inserting a 
hard drive into a computer and have it run the encoded program. There are very little studies 
about how this will affect our bodies long term.- read more here  
 
6. The Pfizer & ModeRNA vaccines must be stored in freezers at -4 & -94 degrees fahrenheit 
respectively. What happens when it is injected into a +100 degrees fahrenheit human body? Or 
what happens if the vaccine is mistakenly not kept at subzero temperatures during travel? 
Would anyone know? Read more here 
 
7. The vaccine will NOT protect against infection, it is only suspected to lessen symptoms. 
Meaning "herd immunity" will not be possible and masks, social distancing & lockdowns may still 
be a reality even after mass vaccination. We also do not know how the body will react when it is 
exposed to coronaviruses multiple times. Modified RNA is a completely different substance and 
technology than previous vaccines. Read More Here 
 
8. Thousands of doctors and scientists who have significant research to prove that this vaccine 
along with other past vaccines are extremely dangerous have been HIGHLY CENSORED, 
silenced and even killed... forcing people who have experienced the detrimental effects, and 
those who are waking up to them, to join forces online by creating social networks to share 

https://www.raps.org/news-and-articles/news-articles/2020/4/why-fdas-issuance-of-euas-are-not-approvals-and-wh
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-investigates-reactions-pfizer-covid-vaccine-healthcare-workers-hospitalized/
https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/vaccine-development-testing-and-regulation
https://www.citizen.org/article/modernas-mrna-1273-vaccine-patent-landscape/
https://www.techarp.com/science/mrna-vaccine-covid-19/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-doctor-explains-why-the-covid-19-vaccines-have-to-be-stored-in-frigid-temperatures/ar-BB1cgtIm
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/faq.html


resources since truthful scientific information is not being publicly broadcasted or made 
available in search results. Why would highly intelligent people risk their lives & careers to warn 
others about possible dangers? And why would they be stopped from sharing vitally important 
information? Read More Here 
 
Here are a few website that provide sufficient news articles about the realities of vaccines:  
The HighWire , Children's Health Defence , Vaxxter, Bitchute, BrandNewTube,  
 
9. When we are considering vaccines we are saying there is no other cure. However, THERE 
ARE OTHER CURES that even act as vaccines! Doctors have had up to a 100% success rate 
using Hydroxycloroquine+Zinc+Azithromycin, as well as Ivermectin, which is also being highly 
censored. Why are these astounding discoveries not allowing us to reopen our world and treat 
all suspected covid patients with these safe & proven drugs? Why are we being forced to 
receive an injection that has not been FDA approved and has not gone through the proper steps 
to prove it as safe for all.. including pregnant & nursing women. We have no idea how it will 
affect humanity. AND, we will still need to wear a mask, socially distance, and sacrifice our 
freedoms even after we get the vaccine? Does that make any sense? What is really happening 
here? Ivermectin article , Hydrocloroquine Combo article, ALL COVID TREATMENTS 
STATISTICS  
 
10. It is also very important to know that the vaccine manufacturers have ZERO LIABILITY and 
cannot be sued if someone is SERIOUSLY INJURED OR KILLED from a vaccine... Which 
means they do NOT need to worry about the safety of vaccines. Therefore, the ONLY purpose 
of vaccines is for manufacturers (Big Pharma) to make money from them since they are fully 
protected by the government if they do major harm to humanity. That is corruption at its finest. 
Read More Here 
 
**MUST READ** : "Here's Why You Should Skip The Covid Vaccine"  
 
Other Vaccine warnings: 
 
1. Urgent Warning from Robert F Kennedy to Avoid Corona Vaccine at All Costs 
2. Bill Gates on Vaccine Passports & Mircochips 
3. Urgent News About Covid-19 Vaccine from Dr. Vernon Coleman 
4. Warning for Humanity with Dr. Carrie Madej 
5. "They've Killed God" Neurological Problems with Covid Vaccine Trial 
6. Patent "Mark of the Best" 060606 by Microsoft- Cryptocurrency System Using Body Activity 
Data 
7. Mercury in Vaccines & COVID Testing Accuracy 
8. Vaccine Whistleblower- Antigen Causes Sterility in 97% of Women 
 
I hope this helps! Feel free to add any resources you find to this. There is SO MUCH out there 
and there and I also have many videos, studies & research articles in my Telegram broadcast 
named "Truth Seekers United".  
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Thanks for being a fellow health freedom warrior! 
 


